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Executive Summary
This document continues the work reflected in D3.3 describing the efforts carried out to deploy the CIPSEC
1
platform in the environmental pilot . The Environmental pilot architecture is modified and updated to guarantee
easy accommodation of the pilot requirements. Then, the subsequent steps are: deployment, integration,
evaluation and validation. The deployment of the CIPSEC platform seeks for a comprehensive evaluation and
subsequent validation of the whole platform.
In WP3 CSI integrated the CIPSEC solution on the environment monitoring system, jointly with other partners
listed below:


ATOS VM Image (NIDS + CyberAgent)



AEGIS Forensics Visualization tool (FVT)



FORTH Honeypot



BITDEFENDER GravityZone

In this document the steps necessary to install and configure the Air Quality Regional Network environment
with the expected applications of the framework are described. Project partners have offered their top solutions
that, conceived for specific security issues, play their role in contexts and scenarios that are very different from
each other and are not specifically designed for our Pilot.
The detected environmental data reach central systems on which are analyzed, validated and finally published
on the portal of the public administration. It is reasonable to deduce that the test bed described in this
document, based on the replication of an air quality data collection infrastructure, can provide useful indications
to similar critical infrastructures when one has to worry about securing calculation architectures.
The Air Quality Analysis and Monitoring is becoming ever more important as pollution-related phenomena are
closely linked to public health. Data collections of air quality are acquired to manage public transport policies
and periodically, once validated, they are sent to the European Commission. Precisely because of the
importance that these data assume, as a test bed, a replica of the completely virtualized air quality network
infrastructure was chosen, leveraging the benefits of cloud computing.
In addition, the model of using virtualized machines, with an infrastructure identified as Virtual Data Centre
comparable as a Virtual Private Cloud, allows to validate the infrastructure as an innovative delivery model
such as security as a service. Some security-related applications adapt natively to this model and it is possible
to operate with real-time analysis and control tools of IT security by remotely operating and allowing to act also
in external domains such as those of local customer networks or on computing units at the cloud provider offer
by third parties.

1

Grant Agreement - Amendment - AMD-700378-9.pdf
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and scope
This deliverable reports the work done to integrate the solutions offered by the partners within the
Environmental Pilot. After defining the plan for the deployment of the CIPSEC components on CSI
infrastructure, the deployment has been accomplished. This document describes the steps performed to
complete the deployment, making sure that everything works properly, with the communications correctly set
up and the data flowing among the components in the expected way.

1.2 Structure of the document
The report has the following structure:


Section 1 presents the document structure and methodology used to produce it.



Section 2 presents an updated description of the environmental pilot, a description of the required
characteristics and a list of the solutions adopted that have been proposed by the partners



Section 3 describes the implementation of the CIPSEC security platform adopted in the test bed with a
detail of the system parameters and the calculation resources assigned to the VDC.



Section 4 conclusions.

1.3 Relationship to other project outcomes
The following are the relationships between the deliverable and the tasks:


D3.7 builds on top of D3.3 and is the final deliverable of T3.3



T3.3 has benefited from the outcomes of the integration activities in WP2 leading to the delivery of the
final version of the CIPSEC architecture, along with the intermediate version of the CIPSEC platform
(first software release) documented in D2.5.



The work completed in this task will be continued in the context of WP4. Specific test activities have
been envisioned in T4.1 and documented in D4.1 and will be executed within the next months in
subsequent tasks of the WP (mainly T4.2 and T4.3)

1.4 Methodology
The applications provided by the various partners are integrated into the virtualized infrastructure created
specifically to host the environmental pilot. For this purpose, it was decided to create suitable areas to contain
the solutions and put them in communication with each other, offering appropriately secured environments.
Each partner solution has a specific environment inside a VLAN assigned and within the VDC that guarantees
the correct partitioning and visibility of each single application only where it is useful.
Likewise, the use of specific VLANs makes it possible to identify the individual applications of the partners and
to isolate them from the outside with specific firewall rules in use. Using a specific FW allows enabling or
disabling the traffic between the various applications of partners and plays the role of protection from unwanted
traffic sources.
Having a single-entry point has a good impact on security since it allows the monitoring of inter-VLAN traffic
and detection of security incidents, but this choice could also have some drawback, for example when the
hardware used for the firewall is inadequate to analyze the traffic flow. In this case the current operations of the
devices on the network may be affected. Moreover, there is the possibility that the performance of the router /
FW can decay and the infrastructure could be rendered unusable.
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2 Updated description of the environmental pilot
The Production Environment on which is based the environmental pilot consists of five main functional areas:


The Air Measurement Equipment



The PC Stations



The OP Operations Centre used for the data acquisition and the PC station remote control



The OP Database Servers



The ARPA Enterprise Infrastructures

The production environment cannot be the subject of a test bed for testing the CIPSEC framework as it is not
exclusive property of CSI Piemonte and is critical as the data collected are used daily for the transport policies
of the Piedmont Region and the individual Metropolitan Cities. The Padana Area and specifically the Turin
Metropolitan City Area are among the most polluted in Italy and in Europe.
Considering these critical aspects, the infrastructure, object of the test bed, was replicated in a virtualized
environment and therefore suitable to be used during the evaluation of the adoption of the CIPSEC framework.

Figure 1: AQDRS VDC Schema
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In the above image the Virtual Data Centre chosen to host the environmental pilot is shown. It describes the
reference VLANs; 5 of them have been planned, in particular:
•

VLAN 1 hosts the AQRN infrastructure and, for performance reasons, the virtual machine destined for
the ATOS’ VM Image, thus avoiding the internal traffic to the VLANs. Traffic between ATOS
components and machines that send logs do not pass through the firewall / router that could become a
bottleneck under a heavy workload.
It is composed by:


The COP Operations Centre used for the data acquisition and the PC station remote control



The COP Database Servers



The monitoring station or Periferico



The ATOS VM Image (NIDS + CyberAgent).

•

VLAN 2 hosts the Honeypot component

•

VLAN 3 hosts AEGIS forensic

•

VLAN 4 hosts CSI extension At this time the VLAN is not used but if it becomes necessary to introduce
new applications it can be used for this purpose

•

VLAN 5 hosts Bitdefender GravityZone

In addition, there are indicated private addressing plans. The separation of the CIPSEC applications foreseen
for this pilot in different VLANs allows a more accurate control of the generated or acquired traffic and a better
management of the foreseen firewall rules. Each VLAN in this mode allows you to host applications that
generate new connections to the outside (Internet), to the inside (CSI) or between the same VLANs but under
the control of the network administrator.
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3 Implementation of the CIPSEC Security Platform in the
environmental pilot
The phases of reception, installation, configuration and testing of the environment meant to host the pilot and
the applications of the partners took around 5 weeks from the end of February to the second half of April
described in the following figure about the installation and configurations of the products in the virtualized
Infrastructure:

Testbed implementation Work Week (period last week of February - April)
TOBE Install

WW1

WW2

WW3

WW4

WW5

WW6

WW7

Activity

WW8

Installation/Configuration
VDC

Test
Installation/Configuration

AQRN Applications

Test
Installation/Configuration

ATOS

Test
Installation/Configuration

AEGIS

Test
Installation/Configuration

BITDEFENDER

Test
Installation/Configuration

HONEYPOT

Test
Feb. /
March

March

March

March

April

April

April

April

Figure 2: Workplan period M22-M24 first phase
While in the previous figure was described the plan of installation, configuration and testing of virtualizable
products, the table below shows the expected times for non-virtualizable solutions that require a specific test
phase:

Testbed implementation Work Week (period last week of July - September)
TOBE Install

WW1

WW2

WW3

WW4

WW5

Activity

WW6

Installation/Configuration
Secocard

Test
Installation/Configuration

HSM

Test
July

August

August

August

September

September

Figure 3: Workplan period M27-M29 second phase
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Date

Activity

25-01-2018

Notice to colleagues for a first meeting regarding the preparation of a test
environment on the datacentre

09-02-2018

Draft estimates of internal costs for the VMs related to the CIPSEC project

15-02-2018

Internal meeting to deepen the problems of the testbed network related to the
CIPSEC project

19-02-2018

Internal verification with network system operators likely issues derived from
the installation of CIPSEC components

22-02-2018

Mail for the installation and signalling the FTP server of the CSI on which to
locate and download the .OVA files.

02-03-2018

Reporting to the CSI’ system administrators team of the characteristics of the
CIPSEC resources to be assigned to the VDC

02-03-2018

Reporting of persons authorized to access the system

03-03-2018

Creation of VMware VDC environment with confirmation of access enabled
personnel and credentials set up for each authorized access worker

03-03-2018

Reporting access to the virtual system backup policies

07-03-2018

Creation of access credentials to AQRN VMs and creation of 32- and 64-bit
peripheral systems

08-03-2018

Identification of access compatibility to the management environment of the
VDC with the browser. Some incompatibilities arose due to environments and
applications of various kinds.

14-03-2018

Descriptive schema identification .OVA not compatible with the target
infrastructure

16-03-2018

Reporting to CIPSEC partners of successful installation with email

23-03-2018

Status of internal work progress with CSI’ system administrators team

26-03-2018

The dialogue with the partners begins for the installation of the various
applications and for enabling the TCP / IP ports of the FW based on the
requests received.
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Figure 4: VMs Partners login screen

The objectives to be achieved in M24 for this pilot have been:
•

The complete Pilot Infrastructure adaptation to accommodate the solution whose completion was
communicated by providing feedback via e-mail and specific conference calls

•

Implementation/deployment of the CIPSEC Security Platform in the Environmental pilot

•

Description of the configuration of the CIPSEC Framework step by step.

•

Creation of a test bed to be used during WP4

In CSI Piemonte a virtual datacentre was designed with the use of cloud and virtualization technology
offered by VMware. The version used is VCenter 5.5 and exploits the possibility of creating ad hoc
calculation islands for individual projects or users. This solution guarantees the end user a certain degree
of flexibility in relation to the project requests and allows modifying the rules and the flow of information
between the outside and the inside at any time. The installation thus created partitions within the
computation resources and creates independent areas within which the environmental pilot of CIPSEC has
been inserted.
Some activities could be carried out in parallel while others requested completion of previous activities.
Each partner has provided the CSI with general guidelines according to the .OVA type of appliance format,
in some cases the vmdk format provided cannot be used because in the destination environment and it
was necessary to repeat the sending steps, reception and installation of VMs. Fortunately, the recurrence
phases did not occur for all the VMs received, but only in some cases.
The start of the test phase of the implementation of an application necessarily entailed the end of the
installation and configuration phase of the SO (received in .OVA or vmdk format) of its update and of the
creation of access credentials and usage permits, as well as the appropriate configurations of the router /
FW.

CIPSEC. Enhancing Critical Infrastructure Protection with innovative SECurity framework
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VDC

Total

HD

445 GB

RAM

25 GB

CPU

26 GHz

VCPU

2 GHz

Figure 5: Total amount of computational resources

VDC addresses plan is: from IP XX.XXX.XXX.97 to IP XX.XXX.XXX.101.
Ad hoc VLANS have been created to identify precise border areas between a service and the target machines
represented by the AQDRS infrastructure replication.
Then, the infrastructure built is virtualized to meet some requirements:



The production infrastructure must not be affected by any testing or installation of applications as it
must be able to continue collecting and recording environmental data.
The new generation computing structures are born to be virtualized and to be managed by specific
orchestration software that operates remotely for deployment, configuration and installation of
applications as well as for their removal once the project is finished.

With the aim of virtualizing, the target environment has been modernized but some applications of the
framework cannot be used except in the physical environment and therefore, for the moment, no testbed can
be carried out on these solutions but will be the subject of a subsequent test phase dedicated using a physical
infrastructure created ad hoc.
Each partner was asked to provide us with an .OVA file that corresponds to an interoperability format that
allows transferring virtual images from a source infrastructure to a destination infrastructure.
An OVA file is a virtual appliance used by virtualized applications such as VMware Workstation and Oracle VM
VirtualBox. It is a package that contains files used to describe a virtual machine, which includes an .OVF
descriptor file, optional manifest .MF and certificate files, and other related files.
The OVA file is saved in the Open Virtualization Format (OVF), which is a standard format used to package and
distribute software that is run in virtual machines. OVA files are simply an OVF directory saved in a single
archive using .TAR packaging for distribution purposes. OVA files are also known as Open Virtual Applications.
The initial hypothesis of supplying .OVA files did not take into account the different initial architectures to which
the target structure VMware VCenter failed to provide support identities, creating many problems during
installation. For example, the .OVA files required SATA disks as objects in computers at their partners but not
in a datacentre. The rewriting of elevated sections of the .OVF file where necessary by the CSI staff has
allowed solving this problem.
A reinstallation would have required .ISO files. An ISO file, often called an ISO image, is a single file that's a
perfect representation of an entire CD, DVD, or BD. The entire contents of a disc can be precisely duplicated in
a single ISO.
File. OVA or. OVF are an open standard, specified by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF), for
packaging and distributing a virtual appliance consisting of one or more virtual machines (VMs).
An OVF Package is composed of metadata and file elements that describe virtual machines, plus additional
information that is important to the deployment and operation of the applications in the OVF package.

CIPSEC. Enhancing Critical Infrastructure Protection with innovative SECurity framework
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An Open Virtual Appliance (OVA) is an OVF Package in a single file archive with the OVA extension. An OVF
Package always includes a descriptor file (*.ovf) and may also include several other files.
Below the detailed description of OVA and OVF file:

Figure 6: OVF package
"...A vApp is a preconfigured virtual machine that packages applications and parameters that define operational
details. A vApp packages applications with their required operating systems. A vApp allows disparate virtual
machines to work together in a stack as an application, and supports cloud-computing architectures. You can
nest vApps within vApps, set up VMware resource pools, and deploy new vApps based on existing ones.
VMware vApps operate on the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) standard and vApps are exported in OVF
format..." and "...A virtual appliance is a generic term for an application delivered as a prebuilt unit. More
specifically, a virtual appliance is a virtual machine image file consisting of a pre-configured operating system
environment and a single application. The purpose of a virtual appliance is to simplify delivery and operation of
an application. To this end, only necessary operating system components are included. A virtual appliance can
be deployed as a virtual machine or a subset of a virtual machine running on virtualization technology, such as
VMware Workstation. Deploying an application as a virtual appliance can eliminate problems with installation
and configuration, such as software or driver compatibility issues. “vApp” is a VMware specific term for an
application encapsulated within a vApp pool (which works in a hosted environment and on hypervisors). A vApp
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can define a number of specific things about an appliance, such as performance and resource pools, IP
2
address allocation policies, or firewall requirements..."
The CIPSEC’s vApps associated with .OVA files with associated resources are described below. Remember
that these resources are expandable and therefore the assigned value is only a preliminary initial hypothesis
index.

3.1 Setting FW rules
An edge gateway provides a virtual datacentre network with connectivity to external networks and can provide
services such as load balancing, NAT and firewall protection for inbound and outbound sessions.
You can set the default firewall action to block or allow traffic, and you can also specify to allow or prevent
traffic from passing through the firewall. These rules have priority over the default settings.
Firewall configuration of edge gateways can be performed by both system administrators and organization
administrators. Moreover, it provides routing and other services such as DHCP, Network Address Translation
(NAT), and VPN. Additional service configuration options are available such as high availability features,
external network settings, IP pools, and classification limits. It can be possible to upgrade an existing edge
gateway to improve the performance and capacity of the gateway using a vertical scalability. To enable logging
of firewall rules, you can apply syslog server settings to an Edge gateway.
A DMZ was used on the environmental pilot, below you can find a definition of Perimeter network and DMZ:
“..

Perimeter network
A network added between a protected network and an external network, in order to provide an additional layer
of security. A perimeter network is sometimes called a DMZ, which stands for De-Militarized Zone (named after
3
the zone separating North and South Korea) .

2

https://pubs.vmware.com/vca/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vca.od.ug.doc%2FGUID-3F4BF45F-89CE-4478-B6D55BD7EE749C08.html
3

Building Internet Firewalls, Elizabeth D. Zwicky, Simon Cooper & D. Brent Chapman Second Edition, June 2000, O'Reilly Media
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Figure 7: VDC example (source VMware)
“…
Basic Packet Filtering
The most straightforward kind of packet filtering lets you control (allow or disallow) data transfer based on:




The address the data is (supposedly) coming from
The address the data is going to
The session and application ports being used to transfer the data

Basic packet filtering systems don't do anything based on the data itself; they don't make content-based
decisions.
Straightforward packet filtering will let you say: “Don't let anybody use the port used by Telnet (an application
protocol) to log in from the outside.” or: “Let everybody send us data over the port used for electronic mail by
SMTP (another application protocol).” or even: “That machine can send us data over the port used for news by
NNTP (yet another application protocol), but no other machines can do so.”
However, it won't let you say: “This user can Telnet in from outside, but no other users can do so.” because
"user" isn't something a basic packet filtering system can identify. And it won't let you say:” You can transfer
these files but not those files.” because "file" also isn't something a basic packet filtering system can identify.
It won’t even let you say: “Only allow people to send us electronic mail over the port used by SMTP.” because a
basic packet filtering system looks only at the port being used; it can't tell whether the data is good data,
conforming to the protocol that's supposed to use that port, or whether somebody is using the port for some
other purpose. More advanced packet filtering systems will let you look further into the data of a packet. Instead
of paying attention only to headers for lower-level protocols, they also understand the data structures used by
higher-level protocols, so they can make more detailed decisions.
Stateful or Dynamic Packet Filtering

CIPSEC. Enhancing Critical Infrastructure Protection with innovative SECurity framework
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Slightly more advanced packet filtering systems offer state tracking and/or protocol checking (for well-known
protocols). State tracking allows you to make rules like the following:” Let incoming UDP packets through only if
they are responses to outgoing UDP packets you have seen.” or:” Accept TCP packets with SYN set only as
part of TCP connection initiation.” This is called stateful packet filtering because the packet filter has to keep
track of the state of transactions. It is also called dynamic packet filtering because the behavior of the system
changes depending on the traffic it sees. For instance, if it's using the preceding rule, you can't look at an
incoming UDP packet and say that it will always be accepted or rejected.
Different systems keep track of different levels of state information. Some people are willing to call something a
stateful packet filtering system if it enforces TCP state rules (which control the flags used during startup and
teardown of TCP sessions), even if the packet filtering system provides no further stateful features. While TCP
state enforcement is nice to have (it helps to prevent some forms of port scanning and denial of service), it
does not allow you to support additional protocols, and we do not consider it stateful packet filtering.

Be Careful of "Inbound" Versus "Outbound" Semantics
When you're planning your packet filtering strategy, you need to be careful in your discussions of "inbound"
versus "outbound". You need to carefully distinguish between inbound and outbound packets, and inbound and
outbound services. An outbound service (e.g., the Telnet service mentioned previously) involves both outbound
packets (your keystrokes) and inbound packets (the responses to be displayed on your screen). Although most
people habitually think in terms of services, you need to make sure you think in terms of packets when you're
dealing with packet filtering. When you talk to others about filtering, be sure to communicate clearly whether
you're talking about inbound versus outbound packets, or inbound versus outbound services. We distinguished
between the two stances you can choose in putting together your security policy: the default deny stance (that
which is not expressly permitted is prohibited) and the default permit stance (that which is not explicitly
prohibited is permitted). From a security point of view, it is far safer to take the attitude that things should be
denied by default. Your packet filtering rules should reflect this stance. As we discussed earlier, start from a
position of denying everything and then set rules that allow only protocols that you need, that you understand
the security implications of, and that you feel that you can provide safely enough (according to your own
particular definition of "safely enough") for your purposes. The default deny stance is much safer and more
effective than the default permit stance, which involves permitting everything by default and trying to block
those things that you know are problems. The reality is that with such an approach, you'll never know about all
the problems, and you'll never be able to do a complete job.
In practical terms, the default deny stance means that your filtering rules should be a small list of specific things
that you allow, perhaps with a few very specific things you deny scattered throughout to make the logic come
4
out right, followed by a default deny that covers everything else. ..."

4

Building Internet Firewalls, Elizabeth D. Zwicky, Simon Cooper & D. Brent Chapman

Second Edition, June 2000, O'Reilly Media
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3.2 AQRN infrastructure
VLAN1 IP XXX.XXX.XXX.97
During the installation of the S.O. of the COP and Peripheral virtual machines it was necessary to update the
operating system and the system software dependencies using the appropriate commands.

3.2.1 Centro Operativo Provinciale (Provincial Operation Centre) COP
IP XXX.XXX.XXX.97 port 3002 ssh

COP

OS

CentOS 6.6

MB
RAM

QTY

GB

Network

1024

CPU

1

HD

30

NET

NAT

With the CentOS system it is possible to update the whole operating system and all the dependencies of the
system software with the command.

> yum update
Plugin abilitati:fastestmirror, langpacks
base

| 3.6 kB

00:00

extras

| 3.4 kB

00:00

pgdg10

| 4.1 kB

00:00

updates

| 3.4 kB

00:00

(1/3): extras/7/x86_64/primary_db

| 185 kB

00:00

(2/3): updates/7/x86_64/primary_db

| 6.9 MB

00:00

(3/3): pgdg10/7/x86_64/primary_db

| 163 kB

00:00

Determining fastest mirrors
* base: it.centos.contactlab.it
* extras: it.centos.contactlab.it
* updates: it.centos.contactlab.it
Risoluzione dipendenze
--> Esecuzione del controllo di transazione
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---> Pacchetto cpp.x86_64 0:4.8.5-16.el7_4.1 settato per essere aggiornato
---> Pacchetto cpp.x86_64 0:4.8.5-16.el7_4.2 settato per essere un aggiornamento
---> Pacchetto
rnato

dhclient.x86_64

12:4.2.5-58.el7.centos.1

settato

per

essere

aggio

................
--> Risoluzione delle dipendenze completata

Dipendenze risolte
================================================================================
Package

Arch

Versione

Repository

Dim.
================================================================================
Installazione:
kernel

x86_64

3.10.0-693.21.1.el7

updates

43 M

kernel-devel

x86_64

3.10.0-693.21.1.el7

updates

14 M

cpp

x86_64

4.8.5-16.el7_4.2

updates

6.0 M

dhclient

x86_64

12:4.2.5-58.el7.centos.3

updates

282 k

Aggiornamento:

.........................

Riepilogo della transazione
================================================================================
Install

2 Pacchetto

Upgrade

41 Pacchetto

Dimensione totale del download: 227 M
Is this ok [y/d/N]: y
Downloading packages:
Delta RPMs disabled because /usr/bin/applydeltarpm not installed.
(1/43):
| 282 kB

dhclient-4.2.5-58.el7.centos.3.x86_64.rpm
00:00:00

(2/43): dhcp-common-4.2.5-58.el7.centos.3.x86_64.rpm

The COP needs to install PostgreSQL, the commands to install it are described below:
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5

Install PostgreSQL repository in the system and after enabling PostgreSQL yum repository in the system use
the following command to install PostgreSQL 10 with yum package manager.

> yum install postgresql10-server postgresql10

Get the information from the website indicated:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk8-downloads-2133151.html
https://www.mkyong.com/java/how-to-install-oracle-jdk-8-on-centos/

Then proceed with the execution of the commands.
The output of this command is:
> yum localinstall

jdk-8u162-linux-x64.rpm

Loaded plugins: fastestmirror, langpacks
Examining jdk-8u162-linux-x64.rpm: 2000:jdk1.8-1.8.0_162-fcs.x86_64
Marking jdk-8u162-linux-x64.rpm to be installed
Resolving Dependencies
--> Running transaction check
---> Package jdk1.8.x86_64 2000:1.8.0_162-fcs will be installed
--> Finished Dependency Resolution

Dependencies Resolved

=========================================================================================================
Package

Arch

Version

Repository

Size

=========================================================================================================
Installing:
jdk1.8

x86_64

2000:1.8.0_162-fcs

/jdk-8u162-linux-x64

277 M

Transaction Summary
=========================================================================================================
Install

1 Package

Total size: 277 M
Installed size: 277 M
Is this ok [y/d/N]: y
Downloading packages:
Running transaction check
Running transaction test
Transaction test succeeded

5

https://www.centos.org/docs/5/html/yum/
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Running transaction
Installing : 2000:jdk1.8-1.8.0_162-fcs.x86_64

1/1

Unpacking JAR files...
tools.jar...
plugin.jar...
javaws.jar...
deploy.jar...
rt.jar...
jsse.jar...
charsets.jar...
localedata.jar...
Verifying

: 2000:jdk1.8-1.8.0_162-fcs.x86_64

1/1

Installed:
jdk1.8.x86_64 2000:1.8.0_162-fcs

Complete!

3.2.2 Periferico (Software for remote data acquisition)
IP XXX.XXX.XXX.97 port 3006 ssh

PERIFERICO

OS

Ubuntu

MB
RAM

QTY

16.04 LTS

GB

Network

2048

CPU
HD
NET

2
18
NAT

Virtio using storage raw format

Using Ubuntu run apt-get update, then apt-get upgrade. Neither of them automatically runs the other.


apt-get update updates the list of available packages and their versions, but it does not install or
upgrade any packages.
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apt-get upgrade actually installs newer versions of the packages you have. After updating the lists, the
package manager knows about available updates for the software you have installed. Therefore, you
first want to update.

> apt-get update
Trovato:1 http://it.archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu xenial InRelease
Scaricamento di:2 http://it.archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu xenial-updates InRelease [102 kB]
...........................
Scaricamento
di:10
Translation-en [250 kB]

http://it.archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu

xenial-updates/universe

Recuperati 3.523 kB in 1s (2.764 kB/s)
> apt-get upgrade
...................
Generazione albero delle dipendenze
Lettura informazioni sullo stato... Fatto
Calcolo dell'aggiornamento... Fatto
I seguenti pacchetti sono stati mantenuti alla versione attuale:
linux-generic linux-headers-generic linux-image-generic
I seguenti pacchetti saranno aggiornati:
apparmor apport apt apt-transport-https apt-utils curl dpkg firefox hdparm initramfstools initramfs-tools-bin initramfs-tools-core
............................
python3-problem-report systemd systemd-sysv ubuntu-mono ubuntu-release-upgrader-core udev
xdg-user-dirs
55 aggiornati, 0 installati, 0 da rimuovere e 3 non aggiornati.
Ã necessario scaricare 66,7 MB di archivi.
Dopo quest'operazione, verranno liberati 4.096 B di spazio su disco.
Continuare? [S/n]
Scaricamento di:1 http://it.archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu
amd64 1.18.4ubuntu1.4 [2.088 kB]

xenial-updates/main

amd64

dpkg

.......................................
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Scaricamento di:55 http://it.archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu xenial-updates/main amd64 ubuntumono all 14.04+16.04.20180326-0ubuntu1 [178 kB]
Recuperati 66,7 MB in 1s (38,8 MB/s)
Estrazione dei template dai pacchetti: 100%
Preconfigurazione dei pacchetti in corso
(Lettura del database... 74488 file e directory attualmente installati.)
Preparativi per estrarre .../dpkg_1.18.4ubuntu1.4_amd64.deb...
Estrazione di dpkg (1.18.4ubuntu1.4) su (1.18.4ubuntu1.3)...
...........................................
Configurazione di dpkg (1.18.4ubuntu1.4)...
Elaborazione dei trigger per man-db (2.7.5-1)...
(Lettura del database... 74488 file e directory attualmente installati.)
Elaborazione dei trigger per mime-support (3.59ubuntu1)...
Configurazione di libapt-inst2.0:amd64 (1.2.26)...
Configurazione di apt-utils (1.2.26)...
.............................................
Configurazione di ubuntu-mono (14.04+16.04.20180326-0ubuntu1)...
Elaborazione dei trigger per libc-bin (2.23-0ubuntu10)...
Elaborazione dei trigger per initramfs-tools (0.122ubuntu8.11)...
update-initramfs: Generating /boot/initrd.img-4.4.

Below the steps to install the Periferico vApp:
> add-apt-repository ppa:webupd8team/java
> apt-get update
> apt-get install oracle-java8-installer
> update-alternatives --config java
> vi /etc/environment
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> source /etc/environment
> apt-get install libcomedi0
> apt-get install libcomedi-dev
> apt-get install build-essential
> apt-get install apcupsd
> apt-get install gpsd
> apt-get -y install smartmontools
> apt-get install ntpdate
> apt-get install xfce4
> apt-get install firefox
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3.3 ATOS VM Image (NIDS + CyberAgent)
A general description of ATOS VM Image deployment is supplied in deliverable D2.6 [M24]
Check D2.5 [M24] to know more technical details about NIDS and CyberAgent.

VLAN 1 IP XXX.XXX.XXX.97 port 3009 ssh
ATOS SIEM

OS

Ubuntu

MB

QTY

RAM
CPU
HD

16.04 LTS

GB

Network

8
1
50

NET

2 NIC

value with FORTH integrated in a same server

Below are the steps necessary to import the ATOS appliance to our infrastructure after verifying that the file
arrived with checksum intact.
For ATOS appliance:




Step 1 .ova" extract with 7zip.
Step 2 edit XML ".ovf" and replace modification of OVF virtualbox-2.2=vmx-07
Step 3 for Sata Controllers "Device 20" replace with:
<Item>
<rasd:Address>0</rasd:Address>
<rasd:Caption>SCSIController</rasd:Caption>
<rasd:Description>SCSI Controller</rasd:Description>
<rasd:ElementName>SCSI Controller</rasd:ElementName>
<rasd:InstanceID>3</rasd:InstanceID>
<rasd:ResourceSubType>lsilogic</rasd:ResourceSubType>
<rasd:ResourceType>6</rasd:ResourceType>
</Item>





Step 4 for "Device 35" (sound card) just remove xml block.
Step 5 recalculate sha1 hash and update ".mf" file.
Step 6 Import to vSphere.
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Figure 8: Atos Solution for CIPSEC communication sample

Figure 9: ATOS dashboard showing events collected from CSI network
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3.4 FORTH Infrastructure
3.4.1 Honeypot Server
A general description of honeypot deployment is supplied in deliverable D2.6 [M24]
Check D2.5 [M24] to know more technical details about honeypots.

VLAN 2 IP XXX.XXX.XXX.98 port 64295 ssh

FORTH HONEYPOT

OS

Ubuntu

MB

QTY

RAM
CPU
HD
NET

16.04 LTS

GB

Network

2
2
50
1Gbps

Below are the steps necessary to import the FORTH appliance to our infrastructure after verifying that the file
arrived with checksum intact
For Honeypot appliance:




Step 1 ".ova" extract with 7zip.
Step 2 edit XML ".ovf" and replace modification of OVF vmx-12=vmx-07
Step 3 for Sata Controllers "Device 20" replace with:
<Item>
<rasd:Address>0</rasd:Address>
<rasd:Caption>SCSIController</rasd:Caption>
<rasd:Description>SCSI Controller</rasd:Description>
<rasd:ElementName>SCSIController</rasd:ElementName>
<rasd:InstanceID>3</rasd:InstanceID>
<rasd:ResourceSubType>lsilogic</rasd:ResourceSubType>
<rasd:ResourceType>6</rasd:ResourceType>
</Item>




Step 4 recalculate sha1 hash and update ".mf" file.
Step 5 import to vSphere.
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3.5 AEGIS Infrastructure
3.5.1 Forensics Visualization tool (FVT) Server
A general description of FVT deployment is supplied in deliverable D2.6 [M24]
Check D2.5 [M24] to know more technical details about Forensics Visualization tool.

VLAN 3 IP XXX.XXX.XXX.99 port 3281 ssh
AEGIS FVT

OS

Ubuntu

MB

QTY

RAM
CPU
HD
NET

16.04 LTS

GB

Network

2
2
20
>=1Gbps

We were given an image of the virtual machine that did not require installation activity other than changing the
numerical values of the IP address, the DNS address and the default gateway address.
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Figure 10: Aegis Deployment

3.6 BITDEFENDER Infrastructure
3.6.1 Gravityzone Server
A general description of GravityZone deployment is supplied in deliverable D2.6 [M24]
Check D2.5 [M24] to know more technical details about GravityZone.

VLAN 5 IP XXX.XXX.XXX.101 port 3466 ssh

BITDEFENDER

OS

Ubuntu

MB

QTY

RAM
CPU
HD
NET

16.04 LTS

GB

Network

8
2
128
1
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To carry out the installation of Bitdefender Gravityzone we followed the following document:
https://www.bitdefender.com/support/how-to-configure-gravityzone-cli-1237.html

Figure 11: BitDefender GravityZone Installation Panel

3.7 OS Update and Virtual test environment available for testing
purposes
The operating systems used are updated to recent versions of Linux distributions , trying to favor those with
long-term support or LTS.
VDC for CIPSEC has a dedicated website interface:

Figure 12 : Login Cloud Portal

The VMware environment has a management interface shown below:
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Figure 13: VMware Management Interface

Figure 14: VAppliance
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Figure 15: External IP

Figure 16: VDC networks

NOME SERVER
cop1
cop2
cop3
periferico1
periferico1

VLAN

Def. GW

1

192.168.100.1
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periferico2
periferico2
periferico3
periferico3
periferico4
periferico4
Atos
NOME SERVER

VLAN

Def. GW

Honeypot

2

192.168.100.17

NOME SERVER

VLAN

Def. GW

Aegis

3

192.168.100.33

NOME SERVER

VLAN

Def. GW

Bitdefender

5

192.168.100.65

Figure 17: Vlan internal address plan
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4 Conclusion
As described in Section 1, the deliverable reports the work done to integrate the solutions offered by the
partners within the environmental pilot.
Since the characteristics of the CIPSEC framework were not natively adaptable to the environmental pilot
Cloud infrastructure, changes and / or alternative solutions were necessary.
For example, to implement the new infrastructure created to accommodate the framework the following
operations were performed:




Updates of the operating systems.
The definition of a virtual test environment.
The modification of the application descriptors files provided by the partners.

The resulting architecture is a model of "Cybersecurity as a Service" in which the boundaries of the architecture
itself are typical of a Hybrid Distributed Cloud Infrastructure and guarantee different levels of detail and security
depending on the request.
The model that has been created allows the dialogue between the local computing resources and those
distributed on the Internet, both public and private.
All this guarantee:





Great flexibility for aspects such as management and use of applications.
Modular architectural solutions easily scalable.
Adaptability of the chosen model to new security applications that could be added in case of need in
the future.
Greater ease of integration of new applications with existing ones.

Among the main difficulties encountered in the implementation of the environmental pilot to adapt to the
CIPSEC framework is the absence of an orchestration system of one or more clusters. Today's data centre
management tools make it possible to operate through the latest generation tools capable of orchestrating
local, remote or both simultaneously. For instance, Docker Swarm or Kubernetes that operate on containers
and can hide the complexity and differences in virtualization environments of destinations such as VMware,
AWS, GCE or similar.
The need to deploy a platform like CIPSEC on different and varied Cloud solutions requires a series of tools
that are denoted by great reliability, scalability and efficiency to make the implementation activity fast and
simple.
Today we can count, for example, on tools that work, mainly through orchestration tools, on physical machines,
virtual machines and containers but also on public and / or private cloud solutions, open source (i.e. open
stack) and commercial (AWS, Microsoft Azure, GCE, etc).
We could hope to use similar tools within the CIPSEC framework to facilitate the dissemination and use in any
type of Critical Infrastructure.
Everything described above has also been depicted in a diagram that can be consulted within the report. The
document therefore provides a description of the main elements of the infrastructure and the dislocation of the
various application components, and represents the ways of communication and connection between the
various elements.
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